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THE INITIAL TRACE OF A SOLUTION
OF THE POROUS MEDIUM EQUATION1
BY
D. G. ARONSON AND L. A. CAFFARELLI
Abstract. Let u = u(x, t) be a continuous weak solution of the porous medium
equation in RJ X (0, T] for some T > 0. We show that corresponding to u there is a
unique nonnegative Borel measure p on Rd which is the initial trace of u. Moreover,
we show that the initial trace p must belong to a certain growth class. Roughly
speaking, this growth restriction shows that there are no solutions of the porous
medium equation whose pressure grows, on average, more rapidly then \x\2 as
|*|-

oo.

Introduction. Let u = w(x, í) be a nonnegative solution of the equation of heat
conduction

(1)

du/dt = Au

in ST = Rd X (0, T] for some T > 0. A consequence of the Widder representation
theorem is the existence of a unique nonnegative Borel measure p such that
(2)

lim / u(x, t)q>ix) dx — i rp(;c)p(ííx)
rlO •'r''

•'r''

for all test functions <pG C0(Rd) [1]. That is, every nonnegative solution m of (1) has
a unique Borel measure p as initial trace in the sense of (2). The measure p is rj-finite
and satisfies the growth condition

(3)

f e-K2/47p(J£)<+oo.

In this paper we establish the existence of a unique initial trace p for each
continuous nonnegative weak solution of the porous medium equation

(4)

du/dt = A(wm)

in ST. Here m > 1 is a constant. In addition, we show that the initial trace p must
satisfy a growth condition analogous to (3) which limits the amount of mass which p
can place at \x\= + oo. Specifically, there exists a constant C> 0 depending only

on d and m such that
(5)

[

pidx)<C{r*^m~X)T-x^m-X)+Td/2u''/2iO,T)}

J{x:\x\<r)
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where
K = dim - 1) + 2.
Roughly speaking, (5) means that, on average, u(x,0)
|jt|2/(m-1)as|jc|->

cannot grow faster than

oo.

If « = u(x, t) is a solution of (4) with u(x, 0) E Lx(Rd) and if u decays sufficiently
rapidly as |x|-* oo, then it is easy to show that ||w( •, Olli.'rw') 's constant> that is,
mass is conserved. Here we are concerned with solutions whose initial traces are not
necessarily integrable and which may even grow as |jc|-> oo. In this context the
conservation of mass is replaced by a Harnack-type inequality which gives a sharp
estimate for the mass in a ball of radius r at time t in terms of the density at the
center of the ball at a later time (Theorem 3.1). From this result we deduce our main
results on existence and growth of the initial trace (Theorem 4.1). An additional
argument is needed to establish the uniqueness of the trace and this is given in §4.
§§1 and 2 are devoted to preliminary matters. In §1 we derive some comparison
principles and in §2 we show that solutions of (4) whose initial values have compact
support behave almost radially. In [8] Maura Ughi extends our results to equations
of the form du/dt — A<p(w)under suitable hypotheses on <p.
Let p be a nonnegative Borel measure which satisfies (3) for some T > 0 and let
g(x,t)

= (4TTtyd/2e-W1/*'.

It is known [1] that the function

u(x,t)=f

gix-t,t)pidi)

is a nonnegative solution of (1) in ST whose initial trace is p. Recently Bénilan,
Crandall and Pierre [4] have constructed solutions of the porous medium equation
(4) whose initial traces are measures which satisfy (5). This extends some earlier
work by Kalashnikov [7] for measures with smooth densities on R. Moreover, it
shows that the condition (5) is not only necessary but also sufficient for existence of
solutions of (4). Even more recently Dahlberg and Kenig [9] have proved uniqueness
for the solutions constructed in [4].
1. Comparison principles. Throughout this paper we will be dealing with continuous weak solutions of the porous medium equation

(l.i)

du/dt = Aium)

in ST = Rd X (0, T] for some T> 0. We always assume that m > 1. Specifically, a
function u = u(x, t) is said to be a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in ST if u is
nonnegative and continuous in ST and satisfies the integral identity

(1.2)

if

•,7RdX(T1,T2)\

( «""Am
+ m-^ I dxdt - f uw
<" /

V

, = T2

dx - f uw
V

dx

for all r¡ such that 0 < t, < t2 < T and all «pG C2-X(ST) such that w(-,t)
compact support for all t E [t,, t2].

has
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Among the main tools which we employ in this work are various comparison
principles for weak solutions of (1.1). Usually such comparison principles are
obtained as byproducts of the existence and uniqueness theory. However, sometimes
one can obtain a comparison principle directly. This can be done, for example, in the
case of weak solutions of certain boundary value problems. We formulate the
appropriate notions below and then show that continuous weak solutions of (1.1) in
ST can also be interpreted as weak solutions of boundary value problems.
For arbitrary £ G R'', r E R+ , and t, such that 0 < t, < t2 « T, let

(1.3)

r = *f({)x(T„T2],

where Br(^) = {x E Rd: \x — £|< r}- The parabolic boundary,

dpT, of T is defined

by

9„r= f\r.
Let g E C(d T) be a given nonnegative function and consider the boundary value

problem

(1.4)

dv/dt = A(vm)

inT,

v= g

ondpT.

A function v = v(x, t) is said to be a weak solution of problem (1.4) in T if
v E C([t,, t2]: Lx(Br)) n L°°(T), v > 0, and v satisfies the integral identity

(1.5) ffyAw + vd-^)dxdt
= Jr.P J*R
f gm^dsdt+
f vw,__ dx- Jff
ov
JR

gf>

dx

B„

for all <pE C]-°(T) n C2I(T) with <p= 0 on dBr X [T„ t2]. In (1.5), 9/3k denotes
the exterior normal derivative on dBr.

There is an a priori comparison principle for solutions of ( 1.4). This is the content
of the next result, which is simply a restatement of Theorem 12 of [3].

Proposition

1.1 (Local Comparison Principle).

For i = 1 and 2, let v¡ denote a

solution o/(1.4) with boundary values g,. If g, < g2 on dpT, then vx < v2 in T.

Proposition 1.1 is proved in [3] for x G R, but there is no difficulty in extending
the proof for x G R''. A proof for x E Rd is also given in [9]. The local comparison
principle, Proposition 1.1, can be applied to continuous weak solutions of (1.1) since,
as we show next, every such solution is also a solution of (1.4) with boundary values

g = u\dpT.
Proposition
1.2. Let u be a continuous weak solution of (\.I) is STfor some T > 0.
For any cylinder T of the form (1.3), u is a weak solution o/(1.4) in T with boundary

values g = u\dpT.
Proof. It suffices to show that the weak solutions of (1.1) satisfy (1.5). Fix £ G Rd,
r E R+ , 0 < t, < t2 < T, and let <pbe a C''0(î) D C21(T) function with w = 0 on
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dBr X [t„ t2]. For each e E (0, r) and t; G [0, e) let ipe1)denote the C(Rd) function
which satisfies 4>c7¡(x)
— ^fl x |) with

|1
[0

e"v,v

forO<P<r-e,
forp^r-r,,

and
A^
One can compute v^

=\x\-d+x {¡xf-^y

= 0

mBr_n\Br_t.

explicitly, and it turns out that
' -W^[x[dx

vU*) =

forx

E Br_n\Br_e,

iorxGBr_tu{R'\Br_1l),

where, for d > 2,

W„

id-2)ir-r,)"-<ir-e)
I

.d-2

(r-ij)

d-2,
,

-(r-e)

.d-2
.d-2

As a distribution on Rd, A^£T)is a signed measure. Specifically,

(tyjidx)

= Wj6,^id\x\)

- Sr_/d\x\)} du,,

where do: denotes the surface element on the unit ball in Rd and 8x(d\ x |) denotes the
Dirac measure concentrated at | x |= X. Similar expressions can be derived for d — 1
and 2. Let ky(x) be a C°° symmetric averaging kernel with support in By(0) and

define

*Zix)=f kyix-t)4,„ii)di.
Then
■'ir
In particular, if y is sufficiently small then Ai//^ is supported by two disjoint annular
regions: one containing dBr_e and the other containing dBr_ . The function wty is
an admissible test function in (1.2). Therefore, we have

(1.6)
//

i«MA(W£)

+ u^)dxdt

=ju<P^

dx -juw^

Since um is continuous we can let y |0 in (1.6) to obtain

/Jf ( um^nAw + u^}

dx dt + 2jyjB

+ W- Pdt\ f
Jrx

umwdu- f

(/3B,_„

dx
J n

_ "m V^e7)• V<pdx

umwdJ\

JdBr_t

fB,"«P'k,

dx.

J

dx.
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Now let T)¿0. Because w = 0 on dBr X [rx, r2] it follows that

//r(

"m^oA<P + «^0^7

)dxdt

+ It + Je

(1.7)
z f "«P'/'tO dx- f um^rt

dx,

JBr

where

7E= 2 Pdt f
Jt,

_ umV^Eo• V<pdx

JB\B,_,

and

Je=-We0f2dtf

umwdu.

If we introduce spherical coordinates on R'' then

<7w ¿p.
T|

r —e \ 'to

W= p

UF

Observe that
limeW/0 = r £/-l

(1.8)

fiO

Therefore

bmle = -2rdxf2dtfu"'^
f io

7T|

Ju

,dw
dv

\x\ = r

On the other hand, since w = 0 for | x | = r we can write

Je=WtJT2dt(u>
M = r-E

{<HW=,
- <HW=,~£)
<*«•

In view of (1.8) and the continuity of um it follows that

üm/^-'fVHr
«10

•'t,

^

3"

|x|= r

«

Thus if we let e ¿0 in (1.7) we obtain

//>-^+»!r>*-/>/„»"£

r'"1«/«
\x\= r

=r«<pdx — I uw
JB,

dx,

which is equivalent to (1.5) with g = u\ dpT.
Let m be a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in ST and let f be a fixed Co°(R'')
function which takes its values in [0,1]. Fix t G (0, T) and consider the initial value

problem
(1.9)

dw/dt = Aiwm)

inHrfX(T,r],

w(-,t)

= £«(•, t)

in Rd.
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A weak solution of (1.9) is a nonnegative function w = w(x, t) which satisfies the
integral identity

(1.10) ff

jjrjx(t,T)\

iwmAw+ w^\

dt I

dxdt=fww
JRä

i=T

dx-fÇuw

dx

Jrj

for all w E C2A(Rd X [t, T]) such that w( ■, t) has compact

support

for each

tE[T,n
For each cut-off function f and each r G (0, T ), ( 1.9) has a unique weak solution
w which has compact support as a function of x for all í £ [t, 7]. To prove this
assertion let R = inf{r G R+ : supp f C 7ir(0)} and set Tr = Br(0) X (t, T]. By Theorem 13 of [3]2 for each r > R the boundary value problem

(1.11)

dv/dt = A(vm)

inTr,

v = $u

ondpTr

has a unique weak solution vr(x, r). If w is a weak solution of (1.9) with compact
support, then w \ Tr = vr for all sufficiently large r. Consequently, w is unique. To
prove existence we observe that there exists an R* E R+ such that
(1.12)

supp vr E Tr

for all r>R*.
This follows from Proposition 1.1 by comparing
propriately scaled Barenblatt solution (cf. §3 below). Define
__ (vr

W'~\o

vr with an ap-

for|x|<r,

ior\x\>r.

Then, in view of (1.12), there exists a function w(x, t) such that w — wr for all

r > R*. It is easy to verify that w satisfies (1.10) and is therefore a weak solution of
(1.9). We will call w the compact weak solution of (1.9). More generally

we will call

any weak solution of (1.1) in ST a compact weak solution if it has compact support
as a function of x for all t E (0, T).

Proposition

1.3 (Global

Comparison

Principle).

Let u be a continuous weak

solution o/ (1.1) in ST for some T > 0. For each fixed C™(Rd) function f with values
[0,1] and each t G (0, T), let w denote the weak solution of the corresponding (1.9).

Then u>w

in Rd X [t, T].

Proof. According to Proposition 1.2, « is a weak solution of (1.4) in Tr with
boundary values g = u\dpTr. Since u\dpTr> Çu\dpTr, it follows from Proposition 1.1
that m > vr in Tr, where vr denotes the solution of (1.11). However, as we observed
above, vr = w for all sufficiently large r. Thus u > w in Tr for all sufficiently large r
and the assertion follows by letting r -> + oo.
Remark 1.4. Let u be a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in ST for some T> 0
and let z be a compact (continuous) weak solution. If u( ■, r) > z( ■, t) in Rd for
some t G (0, T) then u > z in Rd X [t, T]. To prove this choose R so large that

2Theorem 13 is proved for x G R in [3] but the proof can easily be extended to x G R".
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supp z ETR. For r > R + 1 let ur denote the solution of (1.11), where f = f(| x |) is a

C°° function such that
A x

fl

forO<r<iv,

M 7

lO

for/->/?+

1.

By Propositions 1.1-1.3, for all sufficiently large r,u > w = vr> z in rr and the
assertion follows by letting r -» oo. Note that, in particular, u can also be a compact
weak solution.
Remark 1.5. The discussion of weak solutions of boundary value problems does
not have to be restricted to cylindrical domains. In particular, the definition of weak
solution, as well as Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, can be extended to smoothly bounded
domains in Rd X (0, T]. Moreover, the conclusions of Proposition 1.3 and Remark
1.4 continue to hold in domains of the form ñ X [t,T] with fizR^ provided that
the solutions involved are comparable on 3fi X [t, T].

2. Monotonicity properties. In this section we consider compact weak solutions u
of the porous medium equation (1.1) which are assumed to be continuous in
ST = Rd X [0, T] for some T > 0. We show that such solutions behave almost
radially in a sense made precise by the following result.
Proposition

2.1. Let u be a compact weak solution c*/(1.1) which is continuous in

STfor some T>0.

7/supp u( ■,0) E Bx(0) then
infu(x,t)>

max

jes,

jë8s,+!

w(;c, t)

for all r E R+ and t E [0, T].
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is based on the following lemma which is a
consequence of the global comparison principle. For xGR'we
write x = iy, xd)
where y = (xx,...,xd_x)

ER*-1.

Lemma 2.2. Let u be a compact weak solution o/(l.l) which is continuous in ST. If
K = supp u( ■,0) is compact and K E {x E Rd: xd > 0}, then u(y, xd, t) 3=

u(y,-xd,

t)for ally E Rd~x, xd G R+ , and t E [0, T].

Proof. Set v(x, t) = u(y, -xd, t). Then

v(y,0,t)

= uiy,0,t)

for all y GR^'and?

G [0,T],

and
viy,xd,0)

= uiy,-xd,0)

= 0 < uiy, xd,0)

for all y E Rd~x and xd > 0.

Since u and v are compact continuous weak solutions we can apply Remarks 1.4 and
1.5 to conclude that
uiy,-xd,

t) = viy, xd, t) ^ uiy, xd, t)

inR^1

X R+X

[0,T].

Proof of Proposition
2.1. Fix x° E Br and xx E dBr+2. Let n denote the
hyperplane of points in Rd which are equidistant from x° and xx. Thus
n = [x E tf: (x, x°-xx)=

(H*° + xx), x° - xx )},
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where ( •, • ) denotes the usual scalar product in Rd. It is easy to verify that

^(n.{0))4(r

+ 2Q)2
+ |Jc0p>-^±4>i.

Therefore x° and suppw(-,0)
are in the same half-space with respect to Tl.
Moreover, xx is the reflection of x° in n. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, u(x°, t) 5= u(xx, t),
and the assertion follows since x° E Br and x] E dBr+2 are arbitrary.

3. A Harnack-type estimate. In this section we prove a weak Harnack-type
estimate for solutions of the porous medium equation (1.1). Specifically, we estimate
the mass initially contained in a ball in terms of the radius of the ball and the
density at the center of the ball at some later time. For convenience in stating the
result we define k = d(m — 1) + 2.
Theorem 3.1. Let u be a solution of the porous medium equation (1.1) which is
continuous in STfor some T > 0. There exists a constant C = C(d, m) E R+ such that

for any £ E Rd,

(3.1)

f

u(x,0)dx^C{r^(r"-X)T-x^m-X)+Td^2u^2U,T)}.

For any a E R+ ,
U(x,t)

= a\x\2Am-X)(\

-t/T*)~V(m~[)

is a continuous solution of (1.1) in ST for any T < T* = (m — \)/2m(m
Let Hj
uj denote the surface area of the unit ball in Rd. Then
f

/
U(x,0)dx
JBr(0)

= aœdr^""x^ud\

(

m-

1

"1'A""-»

m
[2m(m + \)T* J

+ l)a

m-l

r«/<—\

and it follows that the estimate (3.1) is sharp in this case.
Theorem 3.1 is an almost immediate consequence of the following result, which is
of some independent interest.
Proposition

3.2. Let u be a continuous weak solution of(\.\)inSx

M= f

and set

u(x,0)dx.

There exist constants M0 = M0(d, m) E R+ and E = E(d, m) E R+ such that
u(0,\)>EM2/K

provided that M > M0.
In the proof of Proposition 3.2 we make extensive use of the explicit form of the

Barenblatt-Pattle [5] solution of (1.1),
B(x,

t) = td/"{i\

- JFr2r2/")1/(m"'))+

,
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where F = (m — \)/2mn
by B is given by

and r =\x\.
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The total mass G — G(d, m) E R+ carried

G = f B(x, t)dx.
For any p £ R+ define
u„(x,0

=p-2/(m_l)7i(px,f).

It is easy to verify that u is a solution of (1.1). Moreover,

f u (x,t)dx
Rd

= ii-2Am~X)f B(ixx,t)dx
RJ

= n-"Am~l)G.

Note that supp u ( ■, 1) = Bx/^fl(0). Thus the lower bound on M in the statement of
Proposition 3.2 is essential.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. If we choose p = (2G/M){m~1)/K then

(3.2)

( u(x,t)dx=^-.

JRJ

¿

Moreover, if we take <0 = (4v/Fp)K, then
suppwil(-,<0)

= B4(0).

Note that with these choices of p and t0,

p-2/<m-'VA

= (4{f)~JM/2G,

uli{x,t0)~M

for* E 7i3(0).

so that

Moreover, M large implies that both p and f0 are small.
Assume temporarily that u is a compact weak solution with

(3.3)

supp«(-,0)CB,(0).

Recall that, by hypothesis, u( ■,0) is continuous.
Given 8 > 0 we can choose r(t) such that
"ßix,t

+ t0) = 8u¿0,t

+ t0)

for x E dBr(l), that is, we choose

r(0 = (l-o"'-|),/2(i

+ /0)'/VpF'/2.

In view of our choice of p and r0,

r(0) = 4(l -8m~xy/2.

Thus we can fix 8 so that 3 < r(0) < 4. Since supp u( ■,0) E Bx(0) E B3(0),it follows
that u(x,t)<
u^x, t + t0) for x E dBr(l) and t > 0 sufficiently small. We now
distinguish two cases.
Case 1. There exists a r, E (0,1) and an xx E dBr(t ) such that

"(A

'.) = ujyxx, tx + í0) = 6^(0, r, + r0).
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Let p(t) = r(t) - 2. By Proposition 2.1,
inf u(-, t) > max «(•, i)
ÄP«1>

8Ä*l,)

so that, in particular,
inf u(-,t)
sp(/,)

>uixx,tx)

= 8ulli0,tx

+ t0).

Choose L = L(d, m) E R+ so large that
SUPP"„¿O . 'i + t0) = L~x supp «,(•, tx + t0) C Bp(r¡)

and L<m-,)/23=S-'.
max«^-,

Then

f, + f0) = L-(m-"/2M/1(0,

tx + t0) < ««„(0, tx + t0) <

Bpti\i

inf «(■, tx)
spCii

and

M*'

'i + 'o) = 0 < uix, tx) for x E ¡fX-ft,,.

Thus it follows from Remark 1.4 that u(x, t) > u^L(x, t + t0) in Rd X [tx, 1]. In
particular,
M(o, i) ^ «„L(o, i +10)

= (L»y1Am-'X\

+ t0yJ/K

^ 2td-2)/KQ-2/Kj^-2/(m-\)M2/K_

Case 2. Suppose that u < u^on dBr(l) for all t E [ 0,1). Since

u^x, t0) > 0 = uix,0)

for|x|^r(0)>3,

it follows from Remarks 1.4 and 1.5 that
u^x, t + <0) > uix, t)

in {(*,/):

|jc|>r(/),0<r<

1}.

Thus, in view of (3.2) we have

M < f uix,0)dx = f uix-jdx

=J
Br(\/2)
Dr(l/2)

u(x,\)dx+f
V

u(x,±)dx<f

'

K \i'r(l/2)

u(x,\)dx+f,
B/-(l/2)

so that

(3.4)

/

u(x,

1\ .

M

(1/2)

We now distinguish two subcases.
Case 2a. There exists anjtG Rd\Ä3 such that u(x, \) 3=yM2/K, where y will be
specified below. By Proposition 2.1,

(3.5)

w(04)^yM2/K.

It is shown in [2] that there exists a constant H = H(d,m)
tut > -Hu. Consequently, (3.5) implies
«(0,1)

s* «(0, {)e-HXo*2 > ye-m°i2M2/\

ER+

such that
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Case 2b. For all x E Rd\B3, u(x, {) < yM2/K. Then in view of the choice of p, r0
and r(t), there exists a constant./ — J(d,m) ER+ such that

(3.6)

f

u{x,\)dx<yM2/*^r«l\)

JBr(l/2)\B,

\

¿I

=yJM.

a

\¿i

In particular, take y — 7/4. Then since wM> u in Rd\Br(X/2), it follows from (3.2)

and (3.6) that

M< [ u(x,\)dx=\(

+ [

1|,

+[

\ulx,\)dx

, 3M

so that

fBu(x,\)dx>f.
By Holder's inequality
j

umix,]r\

dx>KMr

for some K — K(d,m) ER+ . According to Lemma 2.3 of [6] there are constants
N = N(d, m) E R+ and P = P(d, m) E R+ such that um(0,1) > NMm provided
that KMm>P. This will be the case if M > M0 = (P/K)x/m. Finally, since
M > M0 and k > 2 we have
u(0,1)

> Nx/mMx\-2/KM2/K.

To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2 we must remove the assumption (3.3).
For v E (0,1) let ¡p„(r) be a monotone C°°(R+) function such that

1

^r'

10

forO^r^j',

forr>l.

Let wvdenote the solution of the initial value problem ( 1.9) on ST with initial values

WX">0) = ^„m(•, 0). For all sufficiently large v < 1,

K=f

t(\x\Hx,0)dx>Mo.

■'8,(0)

Thus it follows from Proposition 1.3 and what we have proved under assumption

(3.3) that
ui0,\)>wvi0,\)>EM?/".
Since E is independent of v the assertion follows by letting v î 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For fixed r E R+ define
u*ix,

t) = r-2/<ffl-1>r1/<"'-iy;cr,

tT).
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It is easy to verify that u* is a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in Sx. In order to
prove (3.1) it suffices to show that there exists a constant C = C(d, m) E R+ such

that

(3.7)

f

JB,(Í)

u*(x,0)dx^c[\

+ {u*(è,l)}K/2}.

Without loss of generality we can assume that f is the origin. If

f

u*(x,0)dx = M* > M0,

JBt(0)

then, according to Proposition 3.2, there is a constant E — E(d, m) E R+ such that

u*(0,1)3=£(M*)2/".

Thus

f

u*(x,0)dx<EK/2{u*(0,l)}K/

JR.1CI\

so that (3.7) holds in this case. On the other hand, if

f

u*(x,0)dx^Mo

then (3.7) holds for any C > M0. Therefore, in particular (3.7) holds in all cases if we
take C = max(A/0, EK/2}.
4. The main result. In this section we prove our main result: every continous weak
solution of the porous medium equation in ST has a unique trace on t = 0. The
existence of the trace is an almost immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. Most of
this section is devoted to proving uniqueness.
Theorem 4.1. Let u be a continuous weak solution o/ (1.1) in ST for some T > 0.
There exists a unique nonegative Borel measure p on Rd such that

lim / w(x)u(x,
tlO

t) dx = I w(x)p(dx)

Jr11

-'R'/

for all test functions w E C0(Rd). Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(d, m) E RH

such that

(4.1)

f

p(dx)<C{r^m-x^T-XAm-x>+Td^2u'c/2(0,T)}

JB¿0)

for all r E R+ , where k — d(m — 1) + 2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Existence. By Theorem 3.1, for any e E (0, T),

(4.2)

f

uix,e)dx^C{r^m-x\T-eyV(m-')

B„(0)

+ iT-e)d/2u^2iO,T)},
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where C is independent of e. Thus there exists a sequence {ek} such that ek ¿0 and
u( •, ek) converges weakly to a measure, that is,
lim

/ w(x)u(x,

ek) dx — I <p(x)p(dx)

A—CO •'R''

•'R''

for all w E C0(Rd). The fact that p satisfies (4.1) is an easy consequence of (4.2).
The measure p whose existence we have just proved may, of course, depend on the
sequence {ek}. The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that this is not the
case. The main tool in the uniqueness proof is the following result which gives us
some control on how fast material can escape from a given ball.
Proposition

4.2. Let u be a weak solution o/ (1.1) which is continuous in ST for

some T > 0. If

0<X<

f

u(x,0)dx <v,

JB,(0)
',(0)

then for each e E R+ there exists r = r(d, e, m, v, T) E R+ such that

f

Bi+«(0)

u(x,t) dx>X

for all t E [0, r].
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is based on the following elementary lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Let u be a compact weak solution o/(l.l) which is continuous in STfor
some T > 0. If supp u( ■, 0) E Bx(0) and fR¿u(x, 0) dx < v, then there exists a con-

stant P = P(d) E R+ such that u(x, t) < v/Pi\2d-x in {R^X^+^O)}
any i\ E R+ .

X [0, T] for

Proof. For any two points x° and xx in Rd let n(jc°, xx) denote the hyperplane
consisting of points which are equidistant from x° and xx. According to Lemma 2.2
we have u(xx, t) > u(x°, t) provided that xx and 7i,(0) lie in the same half-space
with respect to U(x°, xx). Fix x° E Rd\Bx+J)(0) and define S(x°) to be the set of
points x E Rd such that
\x°-x\<^r

2

and

cosfl>

11+,??/4,
1 + TJ

where 0 denotes the angle between x° — x and x°. For x E S(x°),

diU(x°,x),{0})=\x°\cose-

-\x°-x\>il

1 + -g/4
+7j)-Lj
+ T)

Tj
T
4 = 1.

Thus x E Six0) implies that x and Bx(0) are in the same half-space with respect to
Tl(x°, xx). We therefore have the estimate

v> f u(x,0)dx=
•V

f u(x,t)dx>

-V

f

Js(x°)

u(x,t)dx>\S(x°)\u(x°,t),

and the assertion follows from the observation that \S(x°)\>

P(d)t\2d~x.
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Lemma 4.4. Let u satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.3. For each e > 0 there exists a
T = T(d, e, m, v, T) E R+ such that supp u(-,t)E
Bx+e(0)for all t E [0, t].

Proof. Let u^(x, t + t0) denote the Barenblatt-Pattle solution of (1.1) defined in
the proof of Proposition 3.2. Given e E R+ one can verify from the formula for u

that there exist t0 - t0(d, s, m, v, t) E (0,1] and p = n(d, e, m, v, T) E R+ such

that
supp«tl(-,ÎO)

= 7Ï1+e/2(0)

and
min

l2rf-l,.
/D„2</-1
>4¿a~'v/Pe¿

u (x, t + t0)

re[0, T] *

[x|= I +E/4

where P — P(d) is the constant defined in Lemma 4.3. By hypothesis, u(x,0) = 0 in
Rd\Bx+e/4(0). Therefore,

u(x,0) = 0 < u„(x, /„)

in R^X^.+^O).

Moreover, by Lemma 4.3 and the construction of u^,
uix, t) < 42d~xv/Pe2d-x

< Upix, t + t0)

on dB]+e/4iO) X [0, T].

It follows from Remarks 1.4 and 1.5 that
uix, t) < «„(*, t + t0)

in {Rd\Bx+e/4(0)}

X [0, T].

Thus the assertion holds for t = r(d, e, m, v, T) defined by
suppufi(-,r

Proof of Proposition

+ t0) = Bx+e(0).

4.2. Fix a E R+ such that

0<X<a<f

u(x,0)dx<v.

There exist numbers 8, and 82 such that 0 < 8X< 82 < 1,

I

JBS¡(0)

uix,0) dx = X, and

/

w(x,0) dx = a.

JBS2(0)

Let f be a nonincreasing C°°(R+ ) function such that

1
0

for0<r<5,,
forr^52,

and let w denote the solution of the initial value problem (1.9) with initial function
w(x, 0) = £(| x \)u(x, 0). Clearly, w( ■,0) < u( ■,0) in Rd, supp w( ■,0) E Bx(0) and

o>X* = f w(x,0)dx> f
JRd

JBSl(0)

w(x,0)dx = X.
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By Proposition 1.3, w =s u in ST. According to Lemma 4.4 there exists a t
t(d, e, m, a, T) E R+ such that jB¡+Á0)w(x,t) dx = X* for all t E [0, t]. Therefore

/

u(x,t)

dx

for all t E [0, t].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Uniqueness. By Theorem 3.1, for t E (0, T/2),

f

u(x, t) dx < C(d, ro){(2/r),/(m_1)

+ Td^2u^2(0, T)}=v.

Since u(x, t) z 0 we may assume without loss of generality that fB (0)u(x, t) dx ¥= 0.

For each í E (0, T/4) and arbitrary small 8 E R+ set
p= /

u(x, s) dx — 8.

JBt(0)

According to Proposition 4.2 there exists a t = r(d, e, m, v, T) E R+ such that

(4.3)

f

uix,t + s)dx>[

JB] + r(0)

uix,s)dx-8
•'8,(0)

for all t which satisfy 0 < t < min(T/4, t).
Suppose that u converges weakly to a measure p, along the sequence {ek} and to a
measure p2 along a sequence {e¿}. Note that (4.1) must hold for both of these
measures so that, in particular, they are regular. For fixed t set s = ek and take the
limit of both sides of (4.3) as k -» oo. Since u is continuous for t positive we find

[

uix,t)dx>PxiBxiO))-8.

Now set / = e'kand pass to the limit to get

P2(*i+.(0))>P,(*,(0))-«.
However, since e and 8 are both arbitrary we conclude that p2(7?,(0)) > px(Bx(0)).
On the other hand, if we repeat the argument first taking the limit with s = e'k
followed by the limit with t = ek we obtain px(Bx(0)) s= p2(5,(0)). Therefore

p,(B,(0)) = p2(B,(0)).
By a simple scaling argument, p, and p2 must agree on every ball in R^ so that
Pi =P2-
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